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Abstract: Software Defect Prediction (SDP) is a dynamic research field in the
software industry. A quality software product results in customer satisfaction.
However, the higher the number of user requirements, the more complex will
be the software, with a correspondingly higher probability of failure. SDP is a
challenging task requiring smart algorithms that can estimate the quality of a
software component before it is handed over to the end-user. In this paper, we pro-
pose a hybrid approach to address this particular issue. Our approach combines
the feature selection capability of the Optimized Artificial Immune Networks
(Opt-aiNet) algorithm with benchmark machine-learning classifiers for the better
detection of bugs in software modules. Our proposed methodology was tested and
validated using 5 open-source National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) data sets from the PROMISE repository: CM1, KC2, JM1, KC1 and
PC1. Results were reported in terms of accuracy level and of an AUC with highest
accuracy, namely, 94.82%. The results of our experiments indicate that the
detection capability of benchmark classifiers can be improved by incorporating
Opt-aiNet as a feature selection (FS) method.

Keywords: Feature selection (FS); machine learning; optimized artificial immune
networks (Opt-aiNet); software defect prediction (SDP); software metrics

1 Introduction

The development industry has already established deep roots in almost all businesses and industries
worldwide. Although software applications have improved the efficiency of business operations, the
software development process is nevertheless complex and fraught with difficulties. The complexity of its
software makes it failure-prone (full of faults/defects). According to IEEE standards, a fault, bug or defect
is considered to be an inappropriate step, process or data in a computer program [1]. A software bug or
defect results in software failure, something which occurs when the actual behavior differs from the
intended functionality; in other words, there is inconsistency between the actual and the required
functionality of the software [1]. To overcome these issues, a great deal of effort is required in terms of
maintaining software quality (defect-free products) and ensuring user satisfaction. According to Zhang, a
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large number of software systems have many defects. According to the World Quality Report (WQR 2020),
end-user satisfaction is now a top priority for Quality Assurance (QA) and testing. The report indicates that
27% of the total development cost was spent on testing and quality assurance and this is in fact expected to
rise soon to 32% of the total information technology (IT) budget [2]. Over the past few years, numerous
studies focusing on SDP models have been reported in the literature. SDP is a means of locating bugs in
the software being developed so that the quality and productivity can be improved. Defect prediction
models forecast the defective modules in software which are likely to be more error-prone in the future,
and the models also help to determine the impact of these defective modules. The building of defect
prediction models involves training a machine-learning model using software metrics to predict the
defects in software units. Generally, the aim of these models is to forecast the software quality using a set
of directly-measurable internal software metrics, such as size and complexity metrics [3]. Software
metrics are called ‘features’ or ‘attributes’ that themselves are independent explanatory variables. The
effectiveness of the trained model is directly dependent on the worth of these features. Extraneous and
redundant features reduce the performance of the prediction models. The greater the number of features
in the model, the greater is the complexity, and the less accurate is the model’s performance. To address
this issue, we applied Opt-aiNet as an FS technique, in conjunction with benchmark machine-learning
classifiers for a better prediction of software bugs. We experimented with six machine-learning classifiers,
namely, a Support Vector Machine (SVM), a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), a Naive Bayesian (NB), a
Decision Tree (DT), a Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) and a Random Forest (RF), and then
presented the results in terms of accuracy.

FS is the process of selecting relevant features and eliminating noisy and less important features for
model training. Our proposed technique reduces the model’s complexity and improves its prediction
accuracy. Our proposed method identifies and selects a useful subset of the features which represent
patterns from a larger set of mutually-redundant features with different associated measurement risks. To
date, much work has been done in the field of SDP but, regrettably, the importance of FS for building
consistent and highly-performing prediction models is often overlooked. Some of the prediction models
are based on metrics computed using data taken from the change and defect history of software products
to predict those components that are expected to be more error-prone than the others [3]. The
performance of the SDP model is usually influenced by the characteristics of the attributes/features [4].
However, a set of standard features that can be used for defect prediction has yet to be finalized. The
performance of these models increases if an FS technique is applied to eliminate the irrelevant features
from the data set [5,6].

Recently, researchers have used different approaches, such as metrics (feature) based defect prediction,
optimization schemes, machine-learning techniques and hybrid techniques (a combination of optimization
and machine-learning). The field of metric-based defect prediction, which includes both filter and wrapper
methods, is considered to be a promising technique for prediction purposes [7]. We believe that, although
powerful prediction models have been proposed, there is nevertheless still room for improvement in the
prediction quality of models. Therefore, organizations are still curious about methods or techniques that
could improve the prediction quality of their models.

A number of models have been proposed to address the FS issue based on computational intelligence
approaches, such as genetic algorithms (GA) Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO), etc. [8]. Artificial Immune System (AIS), a sub-field of computational intelligence
is emerging as one of the most promising approaches for solving complex computational or engineering
problems [9]. Opt-aiNet is a biology-inspired algorithm from the AIS family and was first proposed by de
Castro et al. [9]. Opt-aiNet consists of a network of antibodies that are similar to population in GA. It
also has selection and mutation methods similar to those of GA. All Opt-aiNet, PSO and ACO have a
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memory set [9,10]. Besides having these, only Opt-aiNet has several additional features, which gave us the
confidence to delve in deeper and use it for our research. The additional features are:

� Dynamically adjustable population size.

� Capability of maintaining many optimal solutions.

� Multiple Interactions.

� Exploration of the search space.

� Defined stopping criteria.

This has motivated us to continue exploring the field of Artificial Immune Networks (AIN) and
contributing to the development of the new AIN models and techniques which are intended to more
profoundly resolve the issue of early defect predictions. To the best of our knowledge, there has in fact
been no published attempt to apply Opt-aiNet or its modified version to the SDP problem. Hence, in this
study, we used a particular feature selection technique based on “Opt-aiNet” to improve the quality of the
prediction model and to analyze its impact on the overall accuracy of defect prediction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a summary of the related work and the
techniques used for SDP, Section 3 presents background information about the techniques used in this paper,
and Section 4 explains the proposed method used while the whole experimental set-up is explained in Section
5 with the results being described in Section 6. Section 7 provides a comparison with previous techniques and
a statistical analysis of our proposed technique while Section 8 concludes the paper with some final comments.

2 Literature Review

In this section, we discuss the previous work conducted by various researchers in the SDP field. It is
evident that a great deal of effort has been dedicated in recent years to improving the prediction accuracy
of SDP models. The performance of these models is primarily based on the following two main factors:
the classifier(s) that is/are used in the modeling process and the quality of the data (the type and number
of metrics) involved in the model-building process (FS) [11,12]. In this study, however, we are more
concerned with the latter. FS is an important data preprocessing task in many data-mining and machine-
learning applications. Chen et al. [13] investigated the use of wrapper-based feature selection methods in
terms of software cost and effort estimation and concluded that a minimized set of data could actually
improve the estimation of the cost/effort required. Khoshgoftaar et al. [14] were amongst the pioneers
who conducted a comprehensive study based on the development of FS techniques for imbalanced data
sets. In their study, they applied different wrapper-based feature-ranking and feature -subset selection
techniques to generate candidate feature sets and different classification algorithms for prediction. The
results showed an improved performance and indicated that if a better feature selection approach were to
be applied, the SDP models could be enhanced and applied to real-case scenarios. Gao et al. [15]
suggested a hybrid methodology involving a feature ranking for attribute selection, followed by the
selection of a feature subset via an algorithm to get a final attribute subset. The study concluded that the
selection of resilient features reduces the dimension, resulting in less time complexity with no detrimental
effect on the performance of the overall model. Arar et al. [16] proposed a cost-sensitive Artificial Neural
Network (ANN)-based ABC algorithm for SDP. In this study, features were selected using the WEKA
tool with the help of a correlation-based FS technique. The researchers concluded that the reduction of
the number of features had no significant effect on prediction accuracy. Xu et al. [17] compared the
performance of 32 FS techniques when applied to both a noisy and a clean NASA data set. Wang et al.
[18] proposed a Deep Belief Network (DBN) for feature extraction. In this technique, features are learned
mechanically from token vectors extracted from the abstract syntax trees of a program. These extracted
features are then used to train a defect prediction model. The execution of this model is then evaluated by
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comparing the extracted features with the traditional features. Li et al. [19] proposed an inspiring approach,
known as the Defect Prediction via Convolutional Neural Network (DP-CNN), which utilized the concept of
deep learning (DL) for effective feature generation. The token vectors are extracted from the abstract syntax
tree (ASTs) of a program and are then encoded as numerical vectors via mapping and word-embedding.
Furthermore, the semantic features of programs were mined using convolutional neural networks (CNN).
All the extracted features were then combined and utilized for accurate SDP. Jayanthi et al. [20] applied a
feature reduction approach, known as Principal Component Analysis (PCA). By incorporating maximum
likelihood estimation for error, they reduced the likelihood of error in the construction of PCA features.
Further, the selected features were fed to the neural network-based classification technique for bug
prediction. Manjula et al. [21] presented a hybrid approach for bug prediction that combined a genetic
algorithm (GA) for feature optimization with a deep neural network (DNN). A controlled experiment was
performed using the MATLAB tool and the NASA open-source data set from the PROMISE repository.
The DNN technique was incorporated using an adaptive auto-encoder for a better representation of
selected features. The results from this study suggested that the improved performance of the proposed
hybrid approach was a direct result of the deployment of optimization techniques. Xu et al. [22] proposed
a new SDP framework called KPWE, that combined two techniques: a kernel principal component
analysis (KPCA) and a weighted extreme learning machine (WELM), focusing on the feature extraction
and class imbalance issues [23]. In this paper, an Opt-aiNet-based SDP model is proposed, one which
uses several machine-learning classifiers for bug prediction. The parameters of these machine-learning
classifiers were tuned to improve the bug prediction accuracy [23]. In this paper, three under-sampled
methods were used for the decision region range, namely, a hybrid multi-objective cuckoo search for an
under- sampled SDP model based on SVM (HMOCSUS-SVM). The HMOCS-US-SVM was proposed to
solve simultaneously the problem of class imbalance (CIB) in data sets and the parameter selection of SVM.

Based on the various literature reviews of SDP problems .it was found that in most defect prediction
studies feature selection techniques were not used or, if used, they only minimized the size of the data set
without accessing the effects of feature selection on the overall accuracy of the defect prediction model. In
contrast, our study aimed to introduce a model for software defect prediction using the AIN and machine-
learning classifiers. The machine-learning classifiers were used in conjunction with the AIN to improve the
prediction accuracy through feature selection. We also investigated the effect of feature selection on
classifiers by comparing the prediction accuracy of these classifiers both before and after feature selection.

3 Background

The technique proposed in this study evolved in two steps. Firstly, we selected resilient features using
Opt-aiNet. Then, a number of machine learner classifiers, namely, SVM, KNN, NB, DT, LDA and RF, were
applied for bug perdition. The results were reported in terms of prediction accuracy and AUC. The prediction
accuracy results with and without FS were then compared to evaluate the performance of the machine-
learning classifiers. The workflow for the proposed approach is shown in Fig. 1 below.

Figure 1: The overall workflow of the proposed approach
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3.1 Optimized Artificial Immune Network (Opt-aiNet)

The artificial immune network algorithm (aiNet) was inspired by the immune network theory of the
natural immune system [9–24]. The Opt-aiNet algorithm is an extension of the aiNet applied to solve
optimization problems. There are in fact several modified versions of Opt-aiNet: Opt-aiNet for multi-
modal optimization problems by de Castro et al. [7], Copt-aiNet for combinatorial optimization tasks by
de Franca et al. [25], and Dopt-aiNet for Dynamic Optimization by Castro et al. [11,26]. In our study, we
used Opt-aiNet, an optimization version of aiNet, which is a discrete immune network algorithm that
produces a population by means of clonal expansion, mutation, selection and mutual interaction [27]. The
population consists of a network of antibodies (candidate solutions to the function being optimized). The
population is then evaluated according to objective function, clonal expansion, mutation, selection and
interaction between themselves. Opt-aiNet creates a memory set of antibodies that represents (over time)
the best candidate solutions to the objective function. Opt-aiNet is capable of both uni-modal and multi-
modal optimization. The key terminologies that facilitate the understanding and implementation of
Opt-aiNet are given below:

� Antigen: the desired/achieved target or solution.

� Network cell: a single unit (cell) in a population.

� Fitness: the value of the optimized objective function calculated for a particular cell.

� Affinity: the Euclidean distance between two cells.

� Clone: the offspring cells that are replicas of their parent cells which undergo cloning and mutation for
variation from their ancestors.

The flow chart of the Opt-aiNet is shown in Fig. 2.

3.2 Machine-Learning Classifiers

The six classifiers implemented in this experiment are SVM, KNN, NB, DT, LDA and RF. These
classifiers were selected as they are commonly applied within the software engineering domain, and
because they have no in-built attribute (feature) selection capability, except for Discriminate Analysis,
which, in this study, is used only as a classifier. Below is a brief introduction of these classifiers.

Figure 2: Flow chart of Opt-aiNet
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Cover et al. [28] of the Bell Laboratory introduced SVM in 1992. SVM defines the decision plane as a
separation between a set of objects having different class memberships. In a high-dimensional feature space,
the SVM algorithm uses a linear function to classify the sample data. Generally, two classification problems
occur, one being the linear separable case and other being non-linear. In this study we have used the linear
SVM. Linear SVM classifies the data that is linearly separable into two classes and a support vector machine
is selected with a maximal margin due to its low generalization error [29,30].

The KNN algorithm is an instance-based learning method, also known as memory-based learning [31].
It is considered to be one of the simplest of all machine learning algorithms. The KNN works by finding the
distances between two neighbors and then applying this to all the examples in the data by selecting a
specified number of examples, such as, say K. K’ is a parameter that is the selection of the neighboring
entities that will participate in the voting process. In a KNN algorithm, a test sample is assigned to the
class of the majority of its nearest neighbors. In other and plainer words, if you are similar to your
neighbors, then you are one of them. Similarity is defined according to the distance metric between two
data points. A popular one is the Euclidean distance method.

d ¼
Xk
i¼1

xi ¼ yið Þ2 (1)

where d is the distance function, n is the number of variables, xi and yi are the variables of vectors x and y
respectively, in a two-dimensional vector space. i.e., x = (x1,x2,x3,. . .) and y = (y1,y2,y3,. . .).

NB is a probability-based classifier based on Bayes Theorem [32]. It works by determining the
relationship between the probabilities of an event which is currently occurring with the probability of
another event which has already occurred. The Bayes Theorem equation is:

P
c

x

� �
¼ P

X

C

� �
P cð Þ
P xð Þ (2)

In Eq. (2) above, P(c) and P(x) is the prior probability of class and predictor. P(c/x) is the posterior
probability of the class (c, target) given predictor (x, attributes). P(x/c) is the likelihood, which is the
probability of a predictor given class.

A Decision Tree (DT) is a supervised machine-learning algorithm mainly used for Regression and
Classification [33]. It breaks down a data set into smaller and smaller subsets at the same time as an
associated decision tree is incrementally developed. The data set will consist of attributes (sometimes
referred to as features or characteristics) and a class attribute. The DT algorithm then builds a decision
tree model. The model consists of a root node, branches and leaf nodes. The DT algorithm is a recursive
algorithm, i.e., it calls itself and processes the data recursively until stopping criteria are met. This
criterion is usually when the data runs out or if all examples in the subset belong to the same class, i.e.,
the examples have the same attribute value for the class attribute. The decision tree can handle both
categorical and numerical data.

In LDA, a set of prediction equations are found, based on the independent variables that are used to
classify each individual into a particular group [34]. LDA serves two purposes, namely, finding a
predictive equation to classify new individuals, and interpreting the predictive equation that exists among
the variables to have a better understanding of their relationship.

Random forest (RF) is a supervised machine-learning algorithm that creates a forest with a number of
trees [35]. In RF, the number of trees is directly proportional to the resulting accuracy; that is to say, the
greater the number of trees in the forest, the greater is the accuracy of the results. When creating a forest
of trees, the RF first constructs each individual tree using bagging and feature randomness. To create
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decision tress, the RF first extracts subsamples from the original samples using the bootstrap method, and
then secondly, the decision trees are classified to implement a simple vote, with the largest classification
vote being the final result of the prediction. In the next section the proposed Opt-aiNet technique is described.

4 The Proposed Opt-aiNet as a FS Technique

FS is the technique of choosing useful features or eliminating unnecessary features/ attributes from the
initial data, either by using some personal qualities of data or by evaluating the data with an optimized
function [36]. The feature subset is selected in order to obtain a condensed feature set according to a
certain optimization principle, which results in a better representation of the original data and with the
best possible minimal set. We selected features using AIN. The workflow of Opt-aiNet is depicted in
Fig. 3 and the steps taken are also described in more detail below.

Step 1: Initialization: A random population is initialized. The number of generations is set as 5, 10, 20,
50 and 100 for all data sets.

Step 2: Main Loop: After the random initializing of the population, the cells undergo a clonal selection
until a stopping condition is satisfied. Here, we set a stopping criterion of 50 for all data sets, which is the
maximum number of iterations.

Step 3: Selection: To select the cells to be cloned, the Best Fitness Average is calculated. All the cells
with an affinity higher than Best Fitness Average are selected and the remaining cells are then removed.

Step 4: Cloning: The clones generated are exactly proportional to the cell’s fitness value for which a
clone is generated. Here the value of controlled parameter is Nc, i.e., the number of clones. The formula
is given below:

N � Nc (3)

Step 5. Mutation: All clones then undergo a somatic mutation so that they become variants of their
parents. Each clone is mutated in inverse proportion to its fitness. The formula is given below:

Figure 3: Our proposed approach
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C’ ¼ cþ Nð0; 1Þ (4)

a ¼ ð1=Þ expð−f �Þ (5)

where C’ is a mutated cell, c is the original cell, N(0,1) is a Gaussian random number of zero mean and
standard deviation σ = 1, β is a control parameter which adjusts the mutation range and controls the
decay of the inverse exponential function and value for β = 100 (user-specified value), α is the affinity
proportional and f is the fitness of parent cell and f* is the fitness of an individual Ag or Ab in the
population normalized in the interval [0.1].

Step 6: Re-Selection: performed on the basis of fitness function, i.e., the highest average accuracy.

Step 7: Suppression: The affinity of each cell in the network is determined. The suppression threshold is
a controlled parameter whose value is set at 0.1 for our study. Suppress all cells except those having the
highest fitness and affinities less than the suppression threshold. Then determine the number of network
cells, named memory cells, after suppression.

Step 8: Diversity: At the end of each iteration, the newly-produced cells are added to the population; this
is the same number of cells as those removed at the selection stage.

5 Experimental Set-up

The experiment was performed on the Intel(R) Core (TM) processor with an 8 GB RAM installed on it
using the Mat lab (R2018a) software tool.

The NASA open-source MDP data sets are the ones most commonly used for SDP problems [27]. Five of
the most used data sets, namely, KC1, KC2, CM1, PC1, and JM1, are used in this research. Each data set uses
several quality metrics as input, and the data sets were developed by C/C++ language. NASA data sets have
22 method-level metrics from McCabe [37] and both basic and derived Halstead [37]. Tab. 1 presents the
details of the data sets used in this study. Details of the metrics used for these data sets are presented in Tab. 2.

6 Results

In this section, we report the results relevant to the impact of the Opt-aiNet-based FS technique on the
accuracy of defect prediction. We conducted experiments with SDP datasets to classify data as either
defective or not defective. We applied the Opt-aiNet-based feature subset selection techniques to the data
sets. As stated earlier, Opt-aiNet computes all potential candidate solutions on the basis of their optimized
fitness function and returns the best possible feature subsets. The controlled parameters of the Opt-aiNet
algorithm for all five data sets are given in Tab. 3. The parameter values used in the study were based on

Table 1: Detail of dataset

Dataset Language Modules no.
of Instances

No. of non-
defective modules

No. of defective
Modules

KC1 C++ 2109 1783 326

KC2 C++ 522 415 107

PC1 C 1109 1032 77

CM1 C 505 449 49

JM1 C 10885 8779 2106
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the studies found in our literature review [6,27,38] except for the Gen value which depends on the size of the
dataset used.

The selected features were fed to the six classifiers, SVM, KNN, NB, DT, LDA and RF on selected data
subsets. In order to see whether the reduced feature subset would have an impact on predictive classification
models, we applied six classifiers to the full data sets and used their results as a baseline. We used the 10-fold
cross validation technology to avoid overfitting. In this study, confusion and accuracy were used for

Table 2: Detail of dataset metrics

Type Metrics Definition

McCabe LoC
V(g)
ev(g)
iv(g)
lOCode
lOComment
lOCount
lOCodeAndComment

Total lines of code
Cyclomatic complexity
Essential complexity
Design complexity
Count of statement lines
Count of comments lines
Count of blank lines
Count of code and comments lines

Halstead (Basic) uniqOp
uniqOpnd
totalOp
totalOp
branchCount
N

Number of unique operators
Number of unique operands
Number of total operators
Number of total operators
Total number of branch counts
Total number of operators and operands

Halstead (Derived) V
L
D
I
E
B
T

Volume
Program length—(v/n)
Difficulty—1/I
Intelligence
An effort to write program—(v/I)
Effort estimate
Time estimate—(E/18s)

Table 3: Controlled parameters of Opt-aiNet algorithm

Dataset Language Modules (No. of Instances)

No. of generation Gen 20(KC1, JM1) and
50(CM1,PC1,KC2)

No. of clones to be generated Nc 20

Clone number multiplier N 20

The decay of the inverse exponential
Function

Beta 100

Suppression threshold Ts 0.1
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performance analysis by some of the most common measurement metrics AUC. Here we present the results
of each of our experiments separately, to show that our proposed approach is an effective way to improve the
accuracy of performance.

Datasets KC1, KC2, PC1, CM1 and JM1 from the PROMISE repository were used for experimentation.
The data set KC1 contains a total of 2109 instances, KC2 contains 1109 instances, PC1 contains
522 instances, CM1 contains 505 instances and JM1 contains 10,885 instances. Tab. 4 presents the results
of all six classifiers, i.e., SVM, KNN, DT, NB, LDA and RF in terms of accuracy with all features selected.

The results from the proposed approach to feature selection are presented in Tab. 5. The results show that
the application of Opt-aiNet for FS significantly improves classifiers’ performance. There was a performance
boost of up to 40% for the KC1 data set, 30% for the KC2 data set, 40% for the PC1 data set, 20% for the
CM1 data set and 40% for the JM1 data set. DT provides the highest accuracy (94.82%) for the JM1 dataset
with feature selection using Opt-aiNet. The results in Tabs. 6 and 7 in terms of AUC also reveal that feature
selection significantly improves the bug prediction performance of the classifiers. Overall, DT shows the
highest AUC Performance, namely, 0.90 for a JM1 data set with feature selection using Opt-aiNet.

Table 4: Result of classifiers in terms of accuracy with all features

Data sets SVM KNN DT NB LDA RF

KC1 80.68 79.53 86.12 79.13 81.10 81.75

KC2 81.28 77.2 82.77 76.14 85.31 83.22

PC1 81.63 78.44 81.32 79.44 82.56 80.75

CM1 78.88 77.81 79.73 80.35 82.34 78.75

JM1 80.32 79.44 83.32 81.76 82.70 81.78

Table 5: Result of classifiers in terms of accuracy after feature selection

Data sets SVM KNN DT NB LDA RF

KC1 87.77 86.21 91.0 85.19 87.78 88.99

KC2 87.28 81.92 90.78 86.33 92.87 87.17

PC1 89.79 86.44 88.90 86.21 88.03 85.20

CM1 81.79 83.51 84.54 85.55 89.15 85.20

JM1 87.82 85.44 94.82 89.91 91.28 89.07

Table 6: Result of classifiers in terms of AUC before feature selection

Data sets SVM KNN DT NB LDA RF

KC1 0.76 0.75 0.73 0.74 0.71 0.71

KC2 0.71 0.73 0.78 0.72 0.79 0.74

PC1 0.76 0.77 0.79 0.73 0.76 0.75

CM1 0.72 0.75 0.73 0.76 0.73 0.77

JM1 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.79 0.77
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7 A Comparison of the Proposed Approach (Opt-aiNet) with Other Techniques

7.1 A Comparison with Benchmark Techniques

We compared the performance of our proposed technique with the other state-of-the-art techniques
reported in the literature. Most of the studies selected for comparison conducted experiments using the
same five data sets (KC1, KC2, CM1, PC1 and JM1) as those used in our study, except for the study of
R. Jayanthi and Lilly Florence and that of Afzal et al. [39]. Both of these studies used a different set of
data sets with some being common to our study, i.e., KC1 and JM1 (R. Jayanthi and Lilly Florence) and
CM1 (W. Afzal and R. Torkar), which we included here. We also compared our results with the latest
techniques, such as CNN and DBN from studies by Hasanpour et al. [40] and Qasem et al. [41]. Another
reason for selecting these studies was their higher number of citations, as well as the availability of their
results in terms of AUC. The comparison Tab. 8 shows that the proposed approach results in an improved
performance in terms of AUC for all the classifiers for the given data sets. The overall graphical
representation of the comparison between the state-of-the-art techniques found in the literature with the
proposed approach, i.e., using Opt-aiNet, is presented in Figs. 4–6 below.

Table 7: Result of classifiers in terms of AUC after feature selection

Data sets SVM KNN DT NB LDA RF

KC1 0.84 0.84 0.89 0.82 0.83 0.81

KC2 0.83 0.81 0.89 0.81 0.88 0.85

PC1 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.82 0.85 0.83

CM1 0.80 0.87 0.81 0.80 0.82 0.84

JM1 0.87 0.83 0.90 0.87 0.88 0.86

Table 8: Comparison between other state-of-the-art techniques and the proposed approach (Opt-aiNet) in
terms of the AUC indicator

Study Reference Classifier with feature selection
technique

KC1 KC2 PC1 CM1 JM1

Arar et al. [16] ANN (CFS) 0.80 0.85 0.77 0.82 0.71

Jayanthi et al. [20] ANN (PCA) 0.79 – – – 0.81

Catel et al. [7] RF (CFS) 0.79 0.78 0.80 0.65 0.71

Wang et al. [5] NB(CFS) 0.77 0.84 0.75 0.76 0.67

Afzal et al. [38] NB (IG) – – 0.71 – –

Afzal et al. [38] NB (GP) – – 0.68 – –

Hasanpour et al. [40] DBN 0.86 0.81 0.94 0.90 0.99

Hasanpour [40] SSAE 0.86 0.83 0.93 0.88 0.99

Qasem et al. [41] CNN (3-L) 1.0 0.99 0.97 0.97 –

(Continued)
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Table 8 (continued).

Study Reference Classifier with feature selection
technique

KC1 KC2 PC1 CM1 JM1

Our proposed methodology SVM (Opt-aiNet) 0.84 0.83 0.87 0.83 0.87

KNN (Opt-aiNet) 0.84 0.81 0.84 0.87 0.83

DT (Opt-aiNet) 0.89 0.89 0.86 0.81 0.90

NB (Opt-aiNet) 0.82 0.81 0.82 0.80 0.87

Discriminate Analysis
(Opt-aiNet)

0.83 0.88 0.85 0.82 0.88

RF (Opt-aiNet) 0.81 0.85 0.83 0.84 0.86

Figure 4: A graphical representation of the comparison between other state-of-the-art techniques and the
proposed approach (Opt-aiNet) in terms of the AUC indicator

Figure 5: A graphical representation of a comparison between NB (CFS) from Wang et al.’s Study and RF
(CFS) from Catel et al. and the proposed approach with FS with (Opt-aiNet)
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7.2 A Statistical Analysis of Opt-aiNet as FS

A t-test was performed using a 0.05 level of significance to compare the performance of our proposed
technique. Let µm and µo be the mean performance accuracies from the application of the machine-learning
classifiers with and without using Opt-aiNet, respectively. We tested the null hypothesis (H0: the Opt-aiNet
in-conjunction with machine-learning classifiers does not make any difference in the classification
performance in any case) against the alternate hypothesis (Ha: the Opt-aiNet in-conjunction with
machine-learning classifiers increase the classification performance in any case). The t-test results given
in Tab. 9 attest the significance of the Opt-aiNet because the Opt-aiNet in conjunction with the machine-
learning classifiers, generated better results compared to the default machine-learning classifiers.

Figure 6: A graphical representation of a comparison between the proposed approach and Hasanpour et al.’s study

Table 9: The results of the t-test at the 0.05 level of significance

Data Set Classifiers Alternative Hypothesis (Ha) P-value T-value Null hypothesis (H0)

KC1 SVM
KNN
NB
DT
LDA
RF

Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0

0.0002
0.00017
0.00022
0.0002
0.00015
0.00018

1.81
1.80
1.81
1.80
1.79
1.83

Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected

KC2 SVM
KNN
NB
DT
LDA
RF

Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0

0.0004
0.00041
0.0004
0.00043
0.00041
0.0004

1.84
1.83
1.84
1.85
1.84
1.83

Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected

PC1 SVM
KNN
NB
DT
LDA
RF

Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0
Ha : µo—µm > 0

0.0002
0.0002
0.00024
0.00019
0.00017
0.00021

1.81
1.81
1.82
1.79
1.78
1.80

Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected
Rejected

(Continued)
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

Early detection and prediction of software defects have a significant effect on software quality
measurement. A software quality prediction model relies on the information mined from software
measurement data and thus the better the selection of software metrics is by eliminating the redundant
and less important features before training any defect prediction model the more probable it is to provide
a more accurate end result. In this particular study, we examined the consequences of the FS technique on
the overall performance accuracy of SDP. We introduced an Opt-aiNet based on the classification
approach, which is a blend of an Opt-aiNet algorithm for feature selection and machine learning
classifiers for data classification. When this proposed approach was used, the experimental results
demonstrated a better performance. The results also showed that the selection technique of the DT
classifier with Opt-aiNet features outperformed all other classifiers. It significantly improved prediction
accuracy for all projects, with the most improved accuracy being 94.82% for the JM1 data set and the
least improved accuracy being 84.55% for the CM1 data set. For future research, we intend to extend our
work by optimizing the deep learning paradigms using our proposed feature selection technique to find
out their impact on performance evaluation. Furthermore, the proposed approach may also be applied for
improving decision support systems in other fields. We also intend to work on the issue of class
imbalance and hyper-parameter optimization in the near future.
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